Viking Pure introduces The Viking Pure 1000: 25 Gallon Pump Unit. A safe and effective electrolyzed water system designed specifically to protect your wallet and health by producing 100 percent non-toxic cleaning and sanitizing solutions for less than 2 cents a gallon. Viking Pure’s product is approved for use by the FDA, USDA, and EPA for use in the food and hospitality industries. To learn more about Viking Pure visit www.vikingpure.com.

Medeco presents a security solution that delivers unprecedented, dual-security for washer and dryer coin boxes and laundry card add-value stations. NEXGEN XT virtually eliminates the risk associated with unauthorized use of keys. The NEXGEN XT system eliminates the use of traditional keys, through the installation of electronic lock cylinders used in conjunction with a single, programmable “collector’s key” with access codes for each associated lock. The collector’s key will only work at specified times and will record up to 5,000 time and date stamped events. For additional information about the Medeco visit www.medeco.com.

Arbortech introduces new caulking blades that offer combined cutting and grinding action for faster caulk removal. These patented and uniquely shaped carbide-tipped blades are used with the AS170 brick and mortar saw to powerfully remove caulking while simultaneously grinding both sides of the expansion joint. This leaves a clean surface ready for recaulking. It replaces traditional methods, such as the pipe knife or the single-bladed machines, both of which require cutting both sides of the caulking before grinding the sides to remove residual material. The caulking blades save time by reducing the traditional four-step process to one step. The new caulking blades make the AS170 ideal for removing caulking from between concrete panels in tilt-up constructed buildings, parking lots and anywhere that caulking is used on outside panels. To learn more about Arbortech visit www.arbortechusa.com.

Sierra Monitor Corporation announces that the Model 5100-28-IT, the infrared Combustible Gas Sensor Module, now includes HART interface. The 5100-28-IT is network enabled, meeting users’ and integrators’ needs to communicate with any plant-wide control and monitoring system. HART (Highway Addressable Remote Transducer) is a global bi-directional communication protocol standard for sending and receiving digital information across analog wires between smart field devices and host control or monitoring systems. The host can be any software application from a technician’s handheld device or laptop to a plant’s process control, asset management, safety or other system using any control platform. The HART protocol used on the Sierra Monitor IR Combustibles Gas Sensor Module has been developed to fully comply with the HART specifications outlined by the HART Communication Foundation. For more information about Sierra Monitor Corporation visit www.sierramonitor.com.

Sanitaire introduces the optimized SC9050B Lightweight Commercial Upright vacuum designed to handle the demanding commercial cleaning environment with ease. Built for schools, hospitals, hotels, and office buildings the SC9050B features a more durable design in a lightweight, easy-to-maneuver frame. The vacuum frame is made of magnesium, a resilient metal that is 75 percent lighter than steel and 33 percent lighter than aluminum. Magnesium offers dimensional stability, strength, and anti-corrosion properties for a lightweight but powerful combination. In addition, a new detent assembly allows users to place their foot on the vacuum hood and release the vacuum from the upright position without use of the foot pedal. Ribs on the bag support were extended to strengthen the design of the vacuum and increase suction.
XSPlatforms presents a multi-line steel cable track LinkedPro. The new LinkedPro fall prevention track presents a fall protection system that can be used to attach multiple lines to a single anchor point. This unique system makes it possible for several workers to safely pass each other on the same system or to create several routes from the same starting point. The LinkedPro system is modular and can be used in various configurations. A major advantage is that users on the same system each have their own steel cable and can therefore move freely without interfering with one another. They no longer need to disconnect at dangerous or undesirable locations in order to pass each other. The system also offers safe passage to and along multiple routes. The LinkedPro steel cable system is available for roof, wall, and ceiling tracks and has been developed to allow existing XSPlatforms steel cable tracks to be expanded to form a LinkedPro track. For more information about XSPlatforms visit www.xsplatforms.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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